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FUSION Expands its 2014 Premium Series high quality, hybrid gig bags,  
with the addition of the Soprano, Alto and Tenor Saxophone cases 

The new Soprano, Alto and Tenor Saxophone models are part of Fusion’s 2014 Premium 
Woodwind gig bags, designed to totally eradicate all the fuss and worry of travelling with a 
precious and valuable woodwind instrument.  

These hybrid gig bags incorporate Fusion’s renowned status by utilising the toughest 
materials throughout their construction. The Fusion research team (many of who are 
musicians themselves) have spent many hours talking to amateur and profession players 
alike around the world, so as to ascertain the correct level of protection for these vulnerable 
instruments, both inside and out.  

ON THE INSIDE The Soprano, Alto and Tenor Saxophone cases incorporate a lightweight, 
yet extremely robust 30mm high density foam shell. The instrument is safely wrapped in its 
own padded sleeve, then cocooned and protected further within a soft, non-scratch, velvet-
mix lining.  When empty, the Soprano case can be transformed with its internal padded 
divider, into a multi-instrument case, catering for both an assembled clarinet and flute.  

TOUGHER ON THE OUTSIDE On the outside, the Soprano, Alto and Tenor Saxophone 
bags are as tough and robust as they come. Like all models in the vast Fusion catalogue, 
the Premium Series cases are designed to last, constructed from extremely robust PVC free, 
water resistant, ‘rip stop’ material that’s defiant against scuffs and abrasions. A tough, 
moulded anti-shock base also offers premium instrument protection. 

The hardware is just as tough with soft rubber handles and rubber zip pulls. These high 
quality cases look extra cool finished in black/lime, black/orange, black/blue and an all black 
version. As a safety factor, the bags have commuter friendly reflective panels.   

POCKETS GALORE Fusion are well aware that musicians from student level to professional 
players all need to carry a host of accessories, often having to accommodate two or more 
bags. It’s here that Fusion once again excel in design, as these high quality bags have three 
pockets at the front, one large enough to carry A4 sheet music.  
 
There is plenty of space for pencils, reeds and any other accessories you might need. If you 
want extra space to carry more gear, spare clothing or even your laptop, just "Fuse-on" with 
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our line of accessory bags. The rear of the bags has Fusion's own "Flow-System" for a 
comfy backpack style carry, keeping your back cool when the going gets hot.  

There is also a rear zipped compartment where the backpack straps can be stored out of 
sight when carried by hand. Added features include an address tag, lockable zips on the 
main compartment of the bag and a rain cover to help keep it dry in wet weather conditions.     

Fusion 2014 Premium Series gig bags:                                                 

Tenor Saxophone RRP £241.96 http://ow.ly/AgVfT  
Alto Saxophone RRP £204.95   http://ow.ly/AgVdR  
Soprano RRP £179.95    http://ow.ly/AgV9g                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

The Fusion motto is ‘… more than just a gig bag’  
…and the new Premium Series Saxophone hybrid gig bags are no exception. 

//ENDS// 
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Follow these links to read recent Premium Series Brass & Woodwind Press releases: 
 

Premium Series: Ukulele Gig Bags 

Premium Series: Euphonium, Tenor Horn, Baritone Horn.  
	  


